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! 1. The price for each reindeer

harness is $17.95.  What is the
price for 9 reindeer harnesses?

Find The Missing Money!
+ + + + + + + + + + + +? ? ? ?

Total 36¢ What’s Missing? ____ Total 32¢ What’s Missing? ____ Total 50¢ What’s Missing? ____ Total 21¢ What’s Missing? ____

2. Santa can see up to 25 chil-
dren per hour.  What is the maxi-
mum number of children he an
see in 6 hours?

3. Santa needs to order boots
for all of his reindeer.  He has one
pen with 10 and one pen with 6
reindeer in them.  How many
boots are needed?

Write The Number Of Coins For The Total Amount!
1. 12¢ = ____ nickels, ____ pennies (4 coins)
2. 61¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ pennies (4 coins)
3. 36¢ = ____ quarters, ____ nickels, ____pennies (4 coins)
4. 75¢ = ____ dimes, ____ nickels (8 coins)
5. 99¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (12 coins)
6. 55¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (9 coins)
7. 26¢ = ____ quarters, ____ pennies (2 coins)
8. 73¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (8 coins)
9. 41¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (4 coins)
10. 50¢ = ____ quarters (2 coins)
11. $1.00 = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels (6 coins)
12. 87¢ = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickles, ____ pennies (9 coins)
13.  $1.13 = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (10 coins)
14. $1.25 = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ pennies (11 coins)
15. $1.41 = ____ quarters, ____ dimes, ____ nickels, ____ pennies (8 coins)

Count How Much Money You Have!
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